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SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNER
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Company: 3D Personnel LTD

Location: Donegal

Category: management

SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNER,

DONEGAL.

Our client is a favorite with International Celebrities and is a fifth-generation Irish family

business with over 150 years of experience in designing, weaving and tailoring. Today they

export fabric around the world, while the lifestyle collections across Men, Women, Home

& Accessories are available through B2B channels and via the store network, this iconic

brand is built on a long-standing heritage of quality design and looks forward to a

sustainable and successful future.

On their behalf, we wish to recruit a Supply Chain Planner who will become a pivotal

member of the Merchandising and Supply-Chain Team.

Key Responsibilities and Duties:

Creation of Product Costings

Creation of product costs seasonally, comprising all product components and other

relevant information.

Compiling and maintaining purchase price lists and generation of garment costings.

Creation of Price Lists
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Creation of price lists with margin analysis; for seasonal product collections, for both trade and

direct to consumer sales channels, to achieve correct margin.

Production Planning

Creating production plans, negotiating with suppliers and managing production and

product deliveries with multiple suppliers in order to achieve delivery deadlines.   

Analysis of raw materials, garment production requirements and creating garment

purchase orders for all suppliers and dealing with all supplier communications.   

Monitoring, maintaining and distribution of delivery schedules.

Reconciling final product prices against invoices.

Sales Analysis Reporting

Responsible for generation of sales reports and data analysis relating to production.

Qualifications and Skills

Previous experience in a similar environment, including knowledge of costing, pricing and

preparation of orders for global suppliers.

The ability to use your own initiative and understand the impact of production planning in

relation to budgetary parameters.

Exceptional numeracy skills, accuracy, attention to detail and robust data analysis skills.

Advanced Excel is essential as is the ability to quickly learn the in-House system (Protex).

Excellent verbal and written communications skills with the ability to communicate and

negotiate effectively with overseas suppliers/third parties.

Other key attributes sought

High attention to detail

Ability to work to deadlines

Ability to resolve issues quickly and effectively

A customer-centric individual with excellent rapport building skills

Additional important information

Job ref: VAC-13423



This is a full-time position.

We are offering a competitive salary, free parking, staff discounts, with a Company pension

scheme and workwear allowance after a qualifying period.

How to Apply:

Please send your full and up to date CV along with a cover note or email to David/Robert in

our Multi-Sector team in order to apply for this role.

Please note at this time, applications can only be accepted from those who already hold legal right

to work in Ireland.

Our team has many decades of recruitment experience and we provide our clients with a

comprehensive service to supply and manage their workforce needs.

Currently we have offices across Ireland and U.K.

It is 3D Personnel's policy to work closely with both our clients and candidates in order to

build strong, mutually beneficial and lasting relationships.

For a full list of jobs, we currently have available please visit https://(url removed)/jobs/

3D Personnel is operating as an Employment Agency and Business.

Equality is at the forefront of our operation and we provide equality of opportunity to

everyone.

You can review our Privacy Policy on the home page of our website.

Apply Now
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